Service highlights - FPSO
Lifecycle services
ABB provides a full range of lifecycle services from spare parts and equipment repair, training, migration to remote monitoring and technical support.

Rapid Response
Have you lost production due to time lost in mobilizing resources? ABB offers Rapid response from experts with unique tools and services that pay for themselves in savings or improved productivity.

Remote services
With our remote services we allow service engineers and experts to respond to your emergency without losing mobilization time. ABB offers remote services for Electrical, Instruments, Control, and Safety systems, as well as Telecom systems.

Lifecycle management
How sure are you of the availability of service, spares, and replacements? Minimize your downtime and expenses by optimizing the life cycle of your equipment.

Health check with lifecycle report
A Health check on your Electrical & Automation systems gives you a detailed overview and plan for maximizing the life cycle of your equipment. This service can also be provided for Non-ABB equipment.

Operational efficiency
Is it possible to run your process more stable and efficiently? Let us help you to optimize your equipment and systems availability to improve your efficiency and throughput.

Power management system
Discover a proven way to mitigate the effects of power disturbances on your network. The PMS is specially designed to ensure that critical machinery keeps running during disturbances in the power supply and distribution.

Performance improvement
Do you spend too much on preventive maintenance? Let us help you with the challenges in terms of productivity, availability, reliability, safety, costs, energy, emissions etc.

Condition monitoring
Discover a new way to think about maintaining your assets and maximizing their life through targeted maintenance based on a predictive approach. Monitoring can be done locally, centrally, and remotely to ensure that your equipment is performing as planned and the cost of maintenance can be reduced.